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A B S T R A C T 

The title of this lecture series raises two questions: (1) what is the OZI rule? 
(2) what is a nucleon. In the lectures both questions were addressed in parallel and 
the material moved back and forth between them. In a written version it seems more 
appropriate to treat the two questions separately, beginning with trying to understand 
the structure of the nucleon. 

Experimental evidence for the symmetry and quark structure of hadrons is reviewed 
with a historical introduction and updated by presenting constituent quark model re
lations for hadron masses and magnetic moments. Three definitions of the OZI rule 
are presented, all of which forbid decays like <ft —* pm but making diiferent selection 
rules for more complicated reactions. All suffer from the higher order paradox that a 
forbidden process can take place via a two-step transition in which each step is allowed; 
e.g. (/> —» KK —» pit. No prescription is given for estimating the strength of forbidden 
processes. The role of cancellations between diiferent higher order diagrams is discussed. 
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1. What is a Nucleon? 
1.1 Some Prehistory - Flavor Symmetry and Composite Models 

Among the first attempts to construct a composite model of hadrons were the 
Fermi-Yang model of a pion as a bound nucleon-antinucleon pair and its generalization 
by Sakata to include strange particles with a flavor symmetry generalized from jsospin 
SU(2) to SU(3). This model was soon seen to be in conflict with experiment. 

The "Eightfold Way" of Gell-Mann and Ne'eman introduced an SU(3) flavor sym
metry and a hadron classification from two different points of view, which have been 
called "weak SU(3)" and "strong SU(3)". Gell-Mann began with the properties of the 
electroweak currents; Ne'eman with a gauge theory of strong interactions. Both used 
octet classifications for baryons and mesons with no attempt at this stage to explain 
why baryons were classified in an octet nor to give any physical interpretation to the 
fundamental triplet representation. Later Goldberg and Ne'eman [lj. showed that the 
baryon octet could be constructed from three fundamental triplets carrying baryon num
ber 1/3, in a formulation that extended SU(3) to U(3) and included baryon number. 
Ne'eman also suggested that SU(3) was an exact symmetry of strong interactions and 
that flavor symmetry was broken by an additional interaction, which he called the "fifth 
interaction" [2]. But there was no suggestion that the fundamental triplets of U(3) were 
more than an algebraic device or represented physical particles. 

The "weak" and "strong" approaches to flavor syuunetry are parts of two very 
different lines of development of electroweak physics and strong interaction dynamics 
over the past forty years. 

Electroweak physics can be characterized by the "standard model syndrome", with 
most experiments either testing a generally accepted standard model or looking for 
new physics beyond it. Crises when the standard model appeared to be wrong were 
resolved by finding either that experiments were wrong or a new concept like parity 
nonconserv&tion which could easily be fit into the existing framework. In 1945 the 
standard model for electroweak physics was the Quantum Electrodynamics in Heitler's 
book and the Fermi theory of beta decay. There were indications of "physics beyond 
the standard model" in the infinities arising in QED calculations and in the Lamb shift 
experiment, and there were inconsistencies between the Fermi theory of beta decay and 
the measured beta ray spectra. The QED difficulties were solved by the new formulation 
of Feynman, Schwinger and Tomonaga. The difficulties with beta ray spectra went away 
after better experiments confirmed the Fevmi theory and its extension to the modern 
electroweak theory was a straightforward development. 

Hadron physics developed very differently. There has never been a sensible "stan
dard model" until QCD. There is no relation between today's picture of proton structure 
with QCD and what was believed in the 1940's, 50's and 60's. The particle theory es
tablishment clung to old invalid theoretical prejudices and refused to accept new ideas 
until they were forced upon them by experimental data. Concepts now generally ac
cepted like spontaneously broken symmetries, chiral symmetry, the unitary symmetry 
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now called flavor-SU(3), the existence of quarks, and the existence of the degree of 
freedom now called color were ridiculed by the reactionary establishment as they were 
dragged kicking and screaming along the path that eventually led to QCD. 

Today we accept Ne'eman's basic idea that strong interactions arise from a non-
Abelian gauge theory with exact flavor symmetry and that the flavor symmetry breaking 
arises from a completely different interaction. But the basic degrees of freedom are 
completely different. There are now more than three flavors and an additional color 
degree of freedom, while the fundamental fermions and gauge bosons are not Ne'eman's 
baryon and vector meson octets but colored quarks and gluons. 

l.S Proton^aniiproton Annihilation - First Evidence for Quarks 

Soon after the discovery of the antiproton experiments on annihilation gave evidence 
that the accepted models for proton structure and for the annihilation process were 
wrong. There was no evidence for electron-positron pairs at the level predicted by QED 
for the annihilation of point protons, and too many pions were produced, much more 
than the multiplicities between 2 and 3 predicted by reasonable statistical models. 

This high multiplicity and absence ©f e+ — e~ pairs was already a signal that mesons 
and baryons were made of the same constituents, rather than being completely different 
like photons and electrons, and in particular that constituents carrying baryon number 
were present in mesons. In the accepted picture of mesons as quanta of some boson field, 
the annihilation process required the annihilation of the positive and negative baryon 
number present in the initial state and the creation of completely different particles, 
pions whose multiplicity would then be determined by some kind of statistical model. 
This would give much lower multiplicities then experimentally observed. Furthermore, 
the complete annihilation of the initial state would be expected to produce one photon 
with reasonable probability and give rise to lepton pairs which were not observed. 

The very simple explanation that mesons were not elementary but were made of the 
same baryon-number-carrying constituents as the proton, that no annihilation of baryon 
number was needed, that constituents with opposite baryon number simply rearranged 
to form "positronium-like" states, and that the observed multiplicity was related to 
the number of constituents present in the initial state would have been considered 
an unacceptable heresy at that time. But shortly after the proposal of quarks, an 
annihilation model was proposed with the proton and antiproton made of three quarks 
and three antiquaries which simply rearranged themselves to make three mesons [3]. 
A simple "back-of-the-envelope" calculation with no free parameters gives an average 
pion multiplicity of 5.25 from quark rearrangement, which is in rough agreement with 
experiment. Suppose that the three quarks and three antiquaries in a proton and an 
antiproton rearrange into three a-wave quark- antiquark pairs, with the standard 3:1 
statistical factor favoring the spin- triplet p state over the spin singlet pion state. Since 
the p decays into two pions, the mean multiplicity per meson is (3/4) • 2 + (1/4) = (7/4) 
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and the mean multiplicity for the three meson state is 5.25. This multiplicity will be 
increased somewhat when other nonstrange resonances like u and 7 which decay into 
more than two pious are taken into acount. 

This quark-rearrangement model was ridiculed as nonsense in 19G6 when proposed 
by Rubinstein and Stern[3]. 

l.S The Early History of QCD 

Andrei Sakharov was a pioneer in hadron physics who took quarks seriously already 
in 1966. Re asked "Why are the A and E masses different? They are made of the same 
quarks! " [4] His answer that the difference arose from a flavor-dependent hyperfine 
interaction led to relations between meson and baryon masses in surprising agreement 
with experiment [5]. Sakharov and Zeldovich anticipated QCD by assuming a quark 
model for hadrons with a flavor dependent linear mass term and a two-body interaction 
whose flavor dependence was all in a hyperfine interaction 

».j =•#+*-Mr w 
where vfj is independent of spin and flavor, <?,- is a quark spin operator and v ^ is a 
hyperfine interaction with different strengths but the same flavor dependence for quark-
quark and quark-antiquark interactions. They obtained two relations between meson 
and baryon masses in surprising agreement with experiment [5,6], 

The mass difference between s and u quarks calculated in two ways from the linear 
term in meson and baryon masses showed that it costs exactly the same energy to replace 
a nonstrange quark by a strange quark in mesons and baryons, when the contribution 
from the hyperfine interaction is removed. 

(ma - mu)Bar = MA - MN = 177 MeV (1.2a) 

(m. " mu)M„ = WK*-MP) + MK-M„) = 1 8 Q M e V ( 1 2 6 ) 

where the subscripts u, d and s refer to quark flavors. The flavor dependence of the 
hyperfine splittings calculated in two ways from meson and baryon masses gave the 

1.M = " * - " * - M'~M* - L 6 1 - 2 & ( 1 3 ) 
A/j;. - ^S Af/f • — MK „*»»> v ' 

This striking evidence that mesons and baryons are made of the same quarks and 
described by a universal linear mass formula with spin corrections in remarkable agree
ment with experiment was overlooked for amusing reasons [7,8] and rediscovered only 
in 1978 [9]. 
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In that same year 1966 Nambu derived just such a universal linear mass formula 
for mesons and baryons from a model in which colored quarks were bound into color 
singlet hadrons by an interaction generated by coupling the quarks to a non-abelian 
SU(3) color gauge field, and spin effects were neglected. [10]. 

So perhaps the Nobel Prize for QCD should have been awarded tp Sakharov, Zel-
dovich and Nambu. They had it all in 1966- The Balmer formula, the Bohr atom and 
the Schroedinger equation of Strong Interactions. All subsequent developments leading 
to QCD were just mathematics and public relations, with no new physics. 

But the particle physics establishment refused to recognize the beginnings of new 
physics and had to wait until new fancy names like chromodynamics, color, confinement, 
etc. were invented together with a massive public relations campaign. Then they 
claimed that they had discovered it all. 

1.4 The Additive Quark Model, Neutral Meson Mixing and OZI 

Further evidence for a quark structure of hadrons was found in hadron reactions 
which were described by an additive quark model, the so-called ideal mixing pattern 
of vector and tensor mesons and a mysterious selection rule described simply in terms 
of the topology of quark diagrams and now called the OZI rule [11,12,13]. These 
investigations began with the simple quark-counting result of Levin and Frankfurt [14] 
explaining the ratio of 3/2 between nucleon-nucleon and meson-nucleon scattering, was 
further refined by including the flavor dependence of the scattering amplitudes at the 
quark level [15] and again demonstrating that mesons and baryons are made of the same 
quarks. 

1.5 Absence of Free Quarks - A Red Herring? 

Much of the resistance of the particle physics establishment to the quark model 
was based upon the failure of experimenters to find free quarks. But why should anyone 
expect to find free quarks. By this time it was well known that a so called "free 
electron" was in fact a very complicated object containing a cloud of virtual photons 
and electron-positron pairs. The hydrogen atom itself was much more than a point 
electron and a point proton, and the other constituents made themselves observable 
to the experimenters in the Lamb shift and other experiments. The theorists could 
describe this complicated structure only by using renormalizing constants which were 
infinite. 

Pulling the hydrogen atom apart into an electron and a proton, each containing its 
own infinite cloud of junk, was possible because the vacuum polarization between the 
electron and proton was small when they were separated. The energy required to excite 
and ionize the hydrogen atom was greater than the rest mass of an electron-positron 
pair by a factor of order 105. 
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But suppose the excitation energy of the first excited state of the hydrogen atom 
was more than double the mass of positronium. The excited states would decay almost 
immediately by emitting positronia and isolated electrons would not have been discov
ered. Hitting the electron with a photon having enough energy to move it far away 
from the proton would polarize the vacuum and create a string of electron-positron 
pairs, which would quickly recombine into neutral positronia. 

Once it was clear that hadrons had a spectrum and therefore a structure, and 
that the energy of the first excited state was already greater than twice the pion mass, 
it should have been obvious that free constituents would not be easily found. If the 
energy required to move these constituents from their lowest orbit into the first excited 
orbit was already greater than double the rest mass of the lowest bound state, pumping 
energy into the proton would simply create pions and other bound states. The forces 
and vacuum polarization created by trying to remove a quark from a proton were much 
too great to allow the quark to be removed like the electron from a hydrogen atom. 

Already in the late 1960's the hadron spectrum suggested that hitting a quark pro
duced a string of pairs, and that the excitation spectrum looked like the spectrum of 
a string [16]. One does not have to invent fancy names like confinement and chromo-
dynamics to understand this simple physics. But the establishment refused to budge 
from its reactionary position. The party line that nothing was more elementary than 
neutrons and protons was sacrosanct and heretics were ridiculed. 

1.6 Progrc After QCD Was Named and Accepted 

Input .om QCD that the hyperfine interaction is produced by one gluon exchange 
explained Lie sign of the A — N and p — ir mass splittings [17] and led to a successful 
prediction for fx\ obtained before the experiment [17] by assuming that the ratio of the 
quark magnetic moments pfM/pjM is the same as that of the corresponding color 
magnetic moments which produce the hyperfine splittings, 

, A - -0.61 , m . - - f ^ _ - * £ = - * £ ^ - - 0 . 6 ! , . , ( M , 

where vcf' denotes the color magnetic moment of a quark of flavor / . 
Further input from QCD suggests that the hyperfine interaction is inversely pro

portional to the product of the masses of the interacting quarks [17] and otherwise flavor 
independent. 

< r - ^ - («> 
where m, is an effective quark mass and VJJ is flavor independent. This input was used 
by Sakharov, working alone in Gorky, to obtain additional mass relations [6] discussed 
below. Cohen and Lipkin [18] introduced the additional assumption that the same quark 
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mass parameters appear in the additive mass terms in the mass operator and that these 
include not only the full single particle energy e; including the kinetic energy but also 
the flavor-independent part of the two-body interaction; i.e. 

2>< = I > + 5>« (l-6a) 
i • i>i 

*—' •*—' mirrii 
i i>j 3 

Although the extreme assumption (1.6a) seems highly questionable, the relation 
(1.6b) has described hadron masses and magnetic moments with remarkable success. In 
particular relations are obtained between the masses of the five baryons and four mesons 
in the ground state configuration and which contain no more than one strange quark. 
These masses are not related by other simple symmetry mass formulas like Gell-Mann-
Okubo which arise as good approximations in almost any model. Five independent 
relations are obtained between the nine masses since the formula (1.6b) has four free 
parameters, the two quark masses and the two interaction strength parameters vy 
for mesons and baryons. Two of these are the Sakharov-Zeldovich relations (1.2) and 
(1.3). Two additional relations for mB — mv in baryons and mesons in remarkable 
agreement with the values (1.2) follow from the extreme assumption (1.6a) that the 
same effective mass parameter rrij appears both in the first terra of (1.6b) and in the 
hyperfine interaction [19]. 

( m . _ mu W = ^MA . ( ^ Z * £ _ i) . 190MeV. (1 , . , 

( m . - m o ) A f e . = « & + * = . ( _ f c ^ _ _ X ) . 1 7 8 M e V . (1.71, 

The fifth relation follows from assuming the same effective mass parameter m; in 
the first spin-independent term in eq. (1.6b) for both mesons and baryons, 

(m«)flar = MN + M* = 362MeV (1.8a) 
o 

("•'«)**« = \ -Mp + | • Af„ = 306 MeV. (1.8&) 

We also note three predictions of hadron magnetic moments with no free parame
ters; namely (1.4) and 

-1.46= ^ = - 5 (1.9.) 
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up + un - 0.88n.ra. = — ^ j - = 0.835n.m. (1.96) 
r Ms + M A 

The well-known prediction for the ratio of the nucleon magnetic moments (1.9a) 
follows from v,he assumption that hadron magnetic moments are obtainable from the 
constituent quark wave functions with quark magnetic moments proportional to their 
electric charges. The relation (1.9b) was obtained by using Dirac moments for the 
quarks with effective quark masses determined from hadron masses and the first term 
of eq. (1.6b) [20,21]. The agreement with experiment of this prediction expressing a 
magnetic moment with a scale determined entirely by masses with no free parameters 
is impressive. 

The success of this model remains to be understood at a more fundamental level. 
The essential physics underlying these successful relations axe: 

1. Meson-baryon universality: they are made of the same quarks and must be 
treated on the same footing. Note that this universality is completely lost in some 
models like the Skyrmion which treat mesons and baryons very differently. 

2. An effective quark mass parameter which has the same value in both mesons 
and baryons for the hyperfine interaction, the quark magnetic moment and the additive 
term in the mass operator, where the additive term includes the kinetic energy and the 
potential energies of the confining potential and all interactions except the hyperfine. 

Obtaining these features from a more fundamental description is a challenge for 
QCD. Sakharov [7,8] noted that the quark masses in these fonmilas were effective masses 
including parts of the confining potential. Some indications of the underlying physics 
has been given in one simple model [18] which shows that the effective mass includes 
to a good approximation some relativistic corrections, kinetic energies and potentiel 
energies due to flavor and spin-independent effective quark-quark and quark-antiquark 
interactions related by the standard color factor of two [22,23]. These conclusions have 
been further supported by a variational treatment which shows that relations between 
baryon and meson masses are obtained as inequalities by using the exact three-body 
baryon wave function as a trial wave function for the meson case, and rescaling the wave 
function to satisfy the virial theorem [24]. 

2. W h a t is the OZI Rule? 
t.l Three Definitions 

The Alexander-Zweig [12,25,26] (usually referred to as OZI) [11,12,13] rule has 
several different formulations and different criteria for validity. No reliable unambiguous 
prescription exists for what is allowed and what is forbidden. No theoretical prescription 
cor unambiguous experimental test exists for the quantitative decree of suppression of 
forbidden processes nor for its variation from one reaction to another. 

The discussion is clarified by focusing on the following reactions as illustrative 
examples: 

4>-*pn (2.1a) 

/ ' - » T T (2.16) 
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J/1l> - » p i t 

n~p —»<tm 

K-p^AVdd 

ir~p - • ir+A~ 

K+&- -> K'+&-

K+D+ -> K'+D'+ 

(2.1c) 

(2.2a) 

(2.26) 

(2.2c) 

(2.3a) 

(2.36) 

where V^ denotes the linpar combination of the p and UJ vector mesons which has the 
pure dd configuration. 

Three qualitatively different formulations of this rule all forbid the # —*• pir decay 
(2.1a), but have different implications elsewhere. 

The original "Okubo ansatz" [11] was published before the proposal of quarks 
and is defined ?or three-meson nonet couplings. It appMes to the {<f>px) and {finr). 
couplings. However, it is not defined for couplings to baryons, which are not in nonets, 
nor to vertices involving charmed mesons. The extension to the charmed case, using 
SU(4) instead of 51/(3) is straightforward. Extension to baryons involves defining 
nonet quark-meson couplings and assuming additivity. The Okubo ansatz is defined 
for four-point functions only in models which factorize the amplitude into two three-
point nonet couplings. Thus Okubo forbids the reactions (2.1a) and (. . lb) and can 
be generalized to include (2.1c). However, it forbids the reactions (2.2) and (2.3) only 
in a peripheral meson-exchange model with nonet symmetry at the quar;: level for the 
exchanged mesons. 

The topological formulation of the rule introduced by Zweig in his original paper 
on "Aces", now known as quarks [12], forbids all "disconnected diagrams*'. Zweig 
thus forbids all the meson decays (2.1), and the four-point functions (2.2a) and (2.3) 
but not thr four-point functions (2.2b) and (2.2c). This topological rule has been 
subsequently extended to define semi-forbidden and doubly-forbidden diagrams based 
on purely topological considerations [27,28]. 

The additive-quark model (AQM) [14] formulation applied to neutral meson mixing 
by Alexander et al [25] requires all reactions and couplings to currents to involve only 
one "active" quark in each hadron, with the remaining quarks being spectators. This 
formulation forbids all the decays (2.1) and all four-point functions (2.2), but allows the 
four-point functions (2.3). 

A full description of the selection rule and the suppr?ssion factors will hopefully 
be obtained eventually from QCD. However, at this stage QCD has proven to be useful 
only in the simplest cases; namely decays of heavy quarkonium vector mesons into light 
quark final states. In this case the dominant diagram assumed for the forbidden process, 
the annihilation of the massive quark-antiquark pair into three high-momentum gluons, 
has been successfully treated by perturbative QCD [29] and hand-waving arguments 
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are given for neglecting other diagrams with hadronic intermediate states [GO]. In all 
other cases QCD has not yet succeeded in giving any quantitative description of the 
forbiddenness factors, and non-perturbative effects seem to be important. 

The <f> —* piT and / ' —+ irir decays have two additional effects absent in the J/ij> 
decay: 

1. The strange quark mass is too low to justify the use of leading order in pertur-
bative QCD; 

2. The open KK channel which is coupled to both the initial and final states by 
allowed connected diagrams and related to <ft —*• pit and / ' —*• irir decays by unitarity 
cannot be treated by perturbative QCD [31,32]. 

Much more complicated QCD diagrams can enter into baryonic reactions leading 
to multiparticle final states. There is no diagram for these reactions containing a simple 
transition between a state containing only a single strange quark-antiquark pair and a 
state of pure glue with no quarks, as in the meson decays (2.1). One can expect strongly 
non-perturbative effects involving exchanges of many soft gluons between the strange 
quark-antiquark pair and the other hadrons present in the final state. The process of 
pp annihilation itself is expected to be strongly non-perturbative. 

We do not consider QCD further in this analysis and attempt to obtain some 
further insight by the use of the three phenomenologycal formulations described above. 
We refer to them respectively as nonet, additive quark model (AQM) and topological 
formulations of a rule denoted by "A-Z" as in ref. [26], so that the reader can fill in 
the names, of his favorite contributors in alphabetical order. None of these formulations 
provides quantitative predictions for the suppression factors of forbidden processes. 

2.2 The Higher Order Paradox and the Rote of Cancellations 

All three formulations suffer from the difficulty that forbidden processes can occur 
as two-step processes in which both steps are allowed [26,27,31]; e.g. 

4> —» KK —* p* 

f -> KK -» m 

J/i> -» DD -> pit 

ir-p -» K"A - . </>n 

7T - /> —• TT°Tl —> 7 T + A ~ 

A"+A_ -> K,+p°A- - . K' + A -

K+A- - . A-+WA" -> A'*+A-

A '+A" - . A -*+ / r 8A- - . A" '+A-

(2.4a) 

(K.4») 

(2.4c) 

(2.5a) 

(2.56) 

(2.6a) 

(2.66) 

(2.6c) 
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K+D+ - K*+ir°D*+ -* Km+D*+ (2.6rf) 

The two-step processes (2.6c) and (2.6d) are just pion exchange, which is known 
to exist with known couplings. Thus these "gedanken11 reactions forbidden by the 
topological formulation but not by AQM, should be expected to occur in nature with 
the same strength as any other pion exchange reactions not forbidden by nonet couplings 
or topological arguments. It is just an accident that all realistic experiments involve 
targets containing both u and d quarks so that pion exchange reactions with these 
targets can be described by connected diagrams. 

The two-step processes (2.6a) and (2.6b) are just p and u> exchange, which are also 
known to exist with known couplings. However, in the nonet symmetry limit these two 
exchanges exactly cancel one another and preserve the A-Z rule. This cancellation and 
its dependence on p-io degeneracy is characteristic of the operation of the A-Z rule in 
two step processes. The cancellation does not occur in pseudoscalar exchange because 
of large mass splittings in the pseudoscalar nonet. Pion exchange cannot be cancelled 
by T/ and rf exchanges. 

These examples (2.6) show an important mechanism for OZI violation: the transi
tion via intermediate meson states which are flavor mixtures like the TT°, IJ and r / . These 
can be produced via one flavor component and decay via another [33]. Of particular 
interest in this regard is the /0(975) scalar meson formerly known as S*, which has a 
large strange component and a TTTT decay mode. The first step in analyzing data from 
reactions like (2.24b-2.24d) which contain pion pairs is to check whether any pairs are 
due to f0 dec ay B. The $ir+w~ final state in J/ip decay has been found to be dominated 
by the 4>fo configuration [34]. This illustrates the difficulties involved in comparing 
experimental cross sections for allowed and forbidden processes without investigating 
the underlying dynamics. 

The selection rule forbidding (2.2b) does not suppress a directly observable process, 
since the state Vj^ is not a physical meson, but predicts the equality of two observable 
cross sections, 

a{K~p -* Aw) « a(K~p -*• Ap) (2.7) 

This was the first successful prediction [25] from the A-Z rule made before the ex
periment. The process (2.2b) is not topologically forbidden. It can be described by a 
connected quark diagram which does not satisfy the AQM. It is forbidden by the Okubo 
nonet ansatz under the assumption of nonet couplings of an exchanged meson. 

The reaction (2.2c) of double-charge-exchange is described by a connected diagram 
and not forbidden by the topological argument. However, it is forbidden by AQM. A 
number of theoretical arguments have related this type of "exotic exchange*1 reaction 
and reactions of the type (2.2a) which are described by a disconnected diagram [35,36]. 
The two-step ronplitudes (2.5a) and (2.5b) are canceled by other amplitudes under 
certain symmetry assumptions, in the same way that nonet symmetry produces the 
cancellations between (2.6a) and (2.6b). But the same symmetry arguments apply to 
both (2.5a) and (2.5b), which produce A-Z violating and exotic exchange transitions 
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respectively. This suggests that the two reactions must be forbidden on siiuimr grounds 
and implies an inconsistency or incompleteness in the topological rule which forbids one 
reaction and not the other. The AQM formulation treats the two on the same footing. 

The three "two-step" decays (2.4) differ in several important ways. In both the 
<J> —» pir and / ' —* mr decays the intermediate KK state can be on shell; in the J/TJJ —• pit 
decay there is no topologically allowed on-shell intermediate state. The conventional 
treatment of the hadronic . ' / 0 decay uses transitions via a three-gluon intermediate 
state [29], while the off-she^ contribution from the two-step process (2.4c) is neglected. 
The / ' —• jrff decay has t ^ n successfully described by the on-shell contribution from 
the two-step process (2.4b) [31,32], estimated reasonably reliably by phenomenological 
calculations using experimentally observed couplings and assuming that the A'A' —* TTTT 
transition is dominated by the / pole in the s-channel [31,32]. A similar estimate for 
the <f> —* p-K decay shows that the tin-shell contribution from the the two-step process 
(2.4a) i? too small [32] and that either off-shell or gluonic contributions are needed. 
Each of these forbidden processes proceeds via a different mechanism, and using any 
experimental suppression factor as an indication of the strength of another forbidden 
process IB questionable. 

Arguments for neglecting the off-shell contributions have been given based on can
cellations between contributions of different intermediate states [30], analogous to the 
case of the reactions (2.6a-2.6b). The role of cancellations, symmetries and symmetry 
breaking in OZI-forbidden processes was illustrated [30] in the gedanken example of the 
decay of a high-mass charmed D* meson resonance into a D meson and a kaon pair, 

D*+(cd) ->D+ + K+ + K~ (2.8a) 

D*+(cd) -> D+ + K° + 7C° (2.86) 

The naive OZI rule which forbids all "disconnected quark line diagrams" forbids 
the decay mede (2.8a) with a charged kaon pair, but allows the decay mode (2.8b) with 
a neutral kaon pair. 

{D+K+K-\T\D'+) = {{cd)(uss<a)\Tf) = 0 (2.9a) 

{K°K°D+\T\D'+) = ((cddssd)\T\*) ? 0 (2.96) 

where T denotes the transition operator for the decay process. The quark lines of the 
uu and as pairs in the charged kaon pair of the decay (2.9a) cannot be connected to the 
the c and d quark lines in the D*+ and D+ mesons and the decay is forbidden. But 
the quark lines of the dd pair in the neutral kaon pair of the decay (2.9b) are easily 
connected with the d quark lines in the D*+ and D'T to give an allowed decay. 

If the kaon pair is in a state of definite isospin, either 0 or 1, the transition matrix 
elements (2.9a) and (2.9b) are required to be equal by isospin invariance. Thus the OZI 
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rule will be violated if the kaon pair is produced via the decay of a resonance with a 
well-defined isospin; e.g. the f isoscalar or the AT? isovector tensor meson, 

{K°K°\d\f°)(D+f°\p\D*+) = (K+K-\d\f°)l,D+ f°\p\D'+) (2.10a) 

{K°T<°\d\A20){D+A20\p\D*+) = -(K+K-\d\A2°)(D+A2°\p\D*+) (2.10*) 

where p and d denote the operators for the production and decay transitions respectively. 
All these decays are two-step processes, in which each step is clearly allowed by the 
OZI rule. The contributions from either the f° or the A2° intermediate states to the 
the two decays (2.8) are required to be equal by isospin invariance, even though the 
overall transition (2.9a) involves a disconnected diagram. The OZI violation comes 
about because the f° and A2 mesons each contain both uu and dd components and axe 
produced via the dd component and decay via the uu component. 

However, in the nonet symmetry limit [11] the OZI rule is saved because the / " 
and A2 contributions to the forbidden reaction (2.8a) exactly cancel. The f° and A2 
mesons are exactly degenerate in this limit and their amplitudes satisfy the relations 

{K°Kc\d\f°){D+f°\p\D'+) = {K°K°\d\A2°){D+A2°\p\D'+) (2.11a) 

{K+K~\d\f°){D+ f°\p\D,+) = -(K+K-\d\A2°)(D+ A2°\p\D'+) (2.116) 

The transition matrix elements for the overall transition are thus given by 

{K+K~D+\T\D*+) = 

= (K+K-)d\f°)(,D+ / ° | p |D* + ) + {K+K-\d\A2°)(D+ A2°\p\D-<-) = 0 (2.12a) 

(K0K°D+\T\Z,+) = 

= {K°K°\d\f°){D+f°\p\D'+) + {K°K"\d\A2°HD+A2°\p\D,+) = 

= 2{K°K°\d\f°)(D+f°\p\D*+) (2.126) 

The overall transition thus satisfies the naive OZI rule which forbids all disconnected 
diagrams, even though the forbidden process has contributions from two-step processes 
in which each step is allowed. 

The nonet symmetry (2.11) is essential to provide the cancellations (2.12a) in the 
forbidden process. The relation between this symmetry limit and the OZI rule is more 
easily seen in a basis of quarkonium states which each have only a single flavor. Such 
states can be denned as linear combinations of the f° and ATP. 

\Tu{uu)) = ( l v ^ ) ( | r > + \A2°)) (2.13a) 

\Td(dd)) = ( l v ^ X I / 0 ) - \A2*)) (2.136) 
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In this basis the OZI rule gives simple selection rules for the production and decay 
vertices. 

(K+K-\d\Td) = 0 = <Z>+Tu|p|D*+) (2.14a) 

The selection rule forbidding the overall transition (2.8a) immediately follows: 

{K+K-D+\T\D,+) = 

= {K+K-\d\T,,){D+Td\p\D'+) + {K+K-\d\Tu){D+Tu\p\D'+) = 0 (2.146) 

In this description both terms in eq. (2.14b) vanish individually and no cancellation is 
required. 

This example shows that the OZI rule can hold in the nonet symmetry limit only 
when the contributing intermediate states can be expressed in a basis of physical quarko-
nium states with a single flavor. When nonet symmetry is broken, the physical states 
nxe always flavor mixtures like the T̂ * in the reaction (2.16b). The propagators of such 
intermediate mixed states break the OZI rule. The intermediate state can be produced 
via one component and decay via another. The role of such mixed or "twisted" propa
gators is discussed in detail in ref. [31], 

Nonet symmetry cannot produce cancellations of the contributions from the in
termediate states in the transitions (2.4) and (2.5). Here, however, cancellation can 
arise from intermediate states having opposite behavior under a generalized charge 
conjugation. For the three-point functions (2.4) cancellations have been noted [32). 
from intermediate states containing the K* and D* vector mesons. For the four point 
functions (2.5) described by Regge exchanges, cancellations automatically arise from 
contributions of exchange degenerate Regge trajectories [35,36]. 

Extensive investigations of these two-step transitions [31,32,22,23], have shown 
that the nonet symmetry and exchange degeneracy which appear automatically in the 
duality description of hadron scattering processes [37,38,39] lead to destructive inter
ference and cancellations between contributions from different intermediate states and 
play a crucial role in suppressing these OZI-violating higher order transitions. This inti
mate conne.-'.tion between the OZI rule and duality must somehow come out of the QCD 
description of hadron dynamics, but we have not yet reached the stage of understanding 
it from first principles. 

S.S Difficulties Encountered in Predicting OZI Suppression 

The status of the OZI rule has been discussed [41] in the light of experiments [40] 
with the aim of understanding the dynamical basis and phenomenology of this peculiar 
selection rule, pinpointing bane of the difficulties involved, and suggesting experimental 
investigations of the systematics of related OZI-allowed and OZI-forbidden processes. 
The basic conclusion was that no theory has yet succeeded in giving reliable quantitative 
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predictions for cross sections or partial decay widths of new OZI-forbidden processes 
before they were measured in the laboratory. 

No reliable theoretical recipe exists for predicting strengths of OZI-forbidden tran
sitions proceeding via two OZI-allowed transitions like ^ —* K+K~ —• pir, ir~p —> 
K+K~n —f tl>tftn or ir~p —• rjn —• ^ n . Nonet symmetry, exchange degeneracy and 
duality suppress such transitions by cancellations between different diagrams. How
ever, neither nonet symmetry nor exchange degeneracy are exact in the real world, and 
unpredictable OZI violations are introduced by breaking of these symmetries. 

The cancellation argument breaks down when there are contributions from on-shell 
intermediate states which do not cancel among themselves. These cannot be canceled 
by off-shell contributions and can be used via unitarity to obtain model-independent 
constraints on suppression factors. 

The difference between the strengths of the two analogous two-step processes (2.4a) 
and (2.4b) is seen to be due to the difference in the available phase space for the on-
shell intermediate state. The <j> is very close to the KK threshold and has very little 
phase space. This effect is particularly strong near thresholds. The reactions (2.4) are 
close enough to the KK threshold so that the KK channel is open but other channels 
involving A"* mesons related by exchange degeneracy are closed and cannot provide the 
necessary cancellations of the amplitudes (2.4). These higher order transitions lead to 
OZI-vioIations which cannot easily be calculated from first principles. 

An outstanding example of the failure of a quantitative prediction of an OZI-
forbidden process was the experimental discovery of the J/ip by pure accident while 
no theorist had predicted the narrow width and directed experimentalists to look for 
these enormous signals. The predicted width [42] was too large by a factor of 20 be
cause the experimental <f> —* pit width was used as input and threshold effects were 
disregarded. But the <f> —* pn decay IB dominated by the two-step transition (2.4a) 
for which the OZI-allowed KlC channel is open. The use of the experimental 4> —* P* 
width as input can give only an upper bound for the width of the JJ\l> decay where no 
OZI-allowed channel is open and the DD channel analogous to (2.4a) is closed. The 
distinction between open on-shell and closed off-shell intermediate states is significant 
because the physically observable transitions to open on-shell channels are related by 
unitarity to the OZI-forbidden processes [31,35,36] and because the amplitudes via 
on-shell intermediate states cannot be canceled by off-shell contributions. 

This discussion shows the difficulty of applying the OZI rule naively to more com
plicated reactions like 

JT" + p - t ,£ + ,£ + „ (2.15) 

Such reactions with 4> pairs in the final state were first suggested by the author [43,44] 
as interesting processes for finding new objects, and the experimental observation of this 
OZI-forbidden process has been presented as possible evidence for the existence of new 
exotic particles [45]. But before jumping to hasty conclusions regarding the apparent 
OZI violation we note that the reaction (2.15) can proceed via many OZI-allowed two-
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step processes; e.g. 
i r - + p - . K+ + K-+n-Kf> + <l> + n (2.16a) 

i r ~ + p - » t ) * + n - » « + ^ + n (2.165) 

where rf* denotes the 17 or rj or any radially excited state of these mesons. Because of 
the mixing in the 1/ - IJ' system, the reaction (2.16b) is allowed with the 17* produced 
via its uu and dd components and decaying via its ss component. 

There is no way with our present knowledge of hadron spectroscopy to estimate the 
strength of the transitions (2.16a) and (2.16b). The kaon pair in (2.16a) may be either on 
shell or off shell and there can be contributions from many on-shell intermediate states 
involving K' resonances. In the reaction (2.16b) there are both off-shell contributions 
from the known physical r), r) , ( and < mesons and on-shell contributions from radially 
excited states above the </> — </> threshold. The spectrum of radially excited states in 
the i — r)' system is completely unknown, as well as their mixing angles and production 
cross sections. 

A credible quantitative calculation of higher order OZI-violating transitions is not 
feasible at present. Too many qualitatively different types of diagrams can contribute. 
The most important diagrams involve the following intermediate states: 

1. On-shell multihadron intermediate states; e.g. K+K~ 
2. Off-shell multihadron intermediate states; e.g. K+K~ 
3. On-shell hadron resonances (quarkonium) 
4. Off-shell hadron resonances (quarkonium) 
5. Two-gluon states 
6. Three-gluon and multigluon states 
7. Gluon resonances (gluonium or glue balls) 
While present QCD calculations may be able to predict the contributions of the 

diagrams containing gluonic intermediate states, the contributions from hadronic inter
mediate states will remain beyond the capability of such calculations as long as QCD 
has not yet given a quantitative description of the finer details of hadron spectroscopy. 

Without a better theory or additional experimental information there is no way 
of knowing whether or not the reaction mechanisms (2.16) can completely explain the 
observed data [45], or whether a new exotic state like a glueball is needed. This point 
might be settled by a thorough experimental investigation of the other final states 
produced in the reaction and using theoretical predictions which can distinguish between 
glueballs and quarkonia [46]. Further progress at this point in understanding the data 
of ref [45] can be achieved by additional and better experiments. 

£.4 A Phenomenological Appromch 

An alternative approach to the OZI rule looks for clues from experimental system
atica and phenomenology. Data from different experiments are confusing, with some 
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OZI-forbidden processes apparently more forbidden than others. The best examples 
for comparison are related processes with similar allowed and forbidden final states. 
Goodman et al [40] investigated a large number of such processes. We present here 
the main points of a summary of their analysis, supplemented by the discussion of ref 
[41], which showed the existence of two degrees of forbiddenness, Btrongly forbidden 
and semi-forbidden, corresponding to two distinctly different topologies of disconnected 
diagrams. 

Table I lists some typical examples from charmonium decays [47] and three-meson 
photoproduction [40]. 

T A B L E 1. Experimental Values of Charmonium Decay Branching Ratios 
and Three-meson Photoproduction Cross Sections 

TRANSITION OZI - TOPOLOGY BRC7, 

J/0 - • U.-KK 
J/0 — oA'iV 
J/0 -» <*jr+!r -

3 j 0 —* UJ1T7T 

J/0 -* />* 
^'(3685) -> K+K~ 
V-'(36S5) — tf'jrir 
0(3770) — DD 
7 —» u;7r+7r~ 
7 — A ^ A ' T J T * 

7 - K+h'-p" 
7 —* tftf+Tr" 
7 —• <z>7r+jr-7r+x-

7 — A'+A'-o.-
7 - . d i r + j r _ T ° 
7 - A ' + A ' - l i 
7 - . K+K-6 

single — Aatr/>m(S) 
sm^/e — fcairpm(2S) 
double — kairpin(S) 
single — hairpin 
single — hairpin 
single — hairpin(S) 
crossed — pomeron 
allowed 
allowed 
allowed 
allowed 
crossed — pomeron 
crossed — pomeron 
allowed 
single — hairpin(S) 
crossed — pomeron(S) 
allowed(S) 

0.16 ±0. iO 
0.18 ± 0.08 
0.21 ± 0.09 
0.68 ± 0.19 
1.22 ± 0.12 
0.16 ±0 .01 
50 ± 3 
100 

0.022 ± 0.013 
0.024 ± 0.012 
0.028 ± 0.013 
0.09 ± 0.03 
0.16 ±0 .03 
0.18 ±0.05 
56 ± 

90001 ± 17000 
0.93 0.08 
0.26 - 0.03 
0.13 ±0 .01 
0.091 ± 0.017 
0.067 ±0.013 
0.045 ± 0.013 
0.020 ±0.011 
> 0.006 ± 0.002 
0.005 ± 0.0°o 

The strengths of the various transitions are expressed I. -atio R normalized for 
charmonium decays to the e + e~ decay of the same initial state and for photoproduction 
to the cross section for the final state KKit-n. 

Wii>i - x) = 
BRWi^X) 

BR(*i ~) 
wliorr tl'i denotes any initial state. 

Rh -> X) = 
<1 - X) 

a(y -* KKxir) 

(2.17a) 

(2.176) 
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Allowed decays above the Z>Z? threshold have values of R of order 10s. Values of 
the order 10"'1, smaller by a factor of 10*, are found for all OZI-forbidden ch&rmonium 
decays except 0 (3685) —* ifricir which is of order 102; i.e. three orders of magnitude 
larger than the other forbidden decays and three orders of magnitude smaller than the 
allowed decays. The existence of this intermediate-strength decay suggests that some 
transitions may be only semi-forbidden. 

Evidence for such OZI semi-forbiddenness was found in the photoproduction results 
[40]. The OZI-forbidden 7 - • ^TJT was only a factor of three in amplitude smaller than 
the strongest allowed process measured, 7 —* w)r+ir - and comparable to the allowed 
7 —¥ K+K~p° and 7 —* K+K~UJ which also involved the creation of a strange quark 
pair. This first suggested that there was no OZI suppression at all in 7 —*• 4>ir?r and that 
all the suppression relative to 7 —• (J7T+7T~ could be attributed entirely to the creaiion 
of a strange quark pair. 

A more detailed investigation [41] showed that there was indeed some OZI sup
pression in addition to the strange quark factor, but that this suppression was much 
less than in the standard examples of OZI-forbidden processes with light quarks (2.4). 
The data were fit by a phenomenological parametrization whl^h introduced suppression 
factors for both OZI forbiddenness and strange quark pair creation. A key ingredient 
in this analysis was the elimination of strange quark suppression factors by analyzing 
the OZI-violation in the two processes 7 —* K+K~p° and 7 —» K+K~u which involve 
hadrons with the same masses and have the same strange quark suppression and kine
matic factors. They are predicted to be equal by the OZI rule and are definitely unequal 
experimentally. 

This analysis is most easily seen in the basis analogous to (2.13), 

|V„(uu)) = (lV5)(|«> + |/>°)) (2.18a) 

\Vd(dd)) = (lv5)( |«> - | , 0 ) ) (2.186) 

In this basis the process 7 —*• K+K~Vj is seen to be clearly OZI-forbidden. The lower 
bound for this process in Table 1 is obtained from the values for the experimentally 
observed processes 7 —» K+K~p° and 7 —» /f+A*~w. The result is consistent with an 
OZI suppression factor of only three in amplitude. This raises the question of how to 
characterize those OZI-forbidden processes which are much less forbidden than others. 

Ref. [26] defined two different topologies of OZI-forbidden disconnected diagrams: 
1. Hairpin diagrams (strongly forbidden), in which the quark lines from a single 

hadron are disconnected from all other hadrons. Such diagrams remain forbidden under 
all possible crossing transformations. All the three standard forbidden processes (2.4) 
and all the strongly forbidden charmonium decays in Table 1 are described by this type 
of diagram. 

2. Crossed pomeron diagrams (semi-forbidden), in which the quark lines from 
two hadrons are connected together and disconnected from the remaining part of the 
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diagram, but there is no disconnected single hadron. The term "crossed pomeron" 
is used purely as an empirical description of the topology of the diagram, with no 
theoretical implications regarding analyticity or crossing symmetry. Such a diagram 
is converted into an elastic or diftractive scattering process by crossing one of the two 
disconnected hadron lines to the other side of the reaction. 

The reaction 
^'(3685) - • V"" (2.19a) 

was seen to be just this sort of process [26]. It goes under crossing into the diffractive 
excitation process 

il> + IT - . ^'(3685) + * (2.196) 

It was conjectured that the suppression factor for such "crossed-pomeron" processes 
might be considerably less than the suppression factor for processes described by hairpin 
diagrams. Ref. [41] noted that the two forbidden photoproduction processes discussed 
above also go into allowed diffractive processes under crossing. The reaction 

y - • *irir (2.20a) 

goes into 
7 + ir -»<t> + IT (2.206) 

while 
-l->K+K-Vd (2.21a) 

goes into 
y + K+ - Vt + K+ (2.216) 

The analysis of ref. [41] assumed that hairpin diagrams were forbidden and ne
glected their contributions, but included the crossed-pomeron contributions with a 
strength proportional to a parameter which was determined by fitting the experimental 
data. The analysis showed that the contributions of crossed-pomeron diagrams was 
appreciable, and that the suppression factor was much smaller than for contribut:ons 
from hairpin diagrams. 

The transitions in Table 1 are classified by their OZI topology as allowed, single-
hairpin, double-hairpin or crossed-pomeron processes, with the notation (S) and (2S) 
added to indicate if one or two strange quark pairs are created in the transition. Pro
cesses described by crossed-pomeron diagrams are seen to be systematically suppressed 
by a considerably smaller factor than processes described by hairpin diagrams. 

Additional confirmation of semi-forbiddenness is found in the results for y —• 
07r+7r-iro and y —t <tir+ir~w+ir~, although the data in Table 1 are not sufficiently 
good to draw definite quantitative conclusions. The process y —» <t>ir+ir~ir° must be 
produced by a hairpin diagram, since the final state has even G-parity and cannot be 
produced by the odd-G sJ component of the photon. It seems to be suppressed relative 
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to the states with two or four pions, which can be produced via a crossed-pomeron 
diagram. 

The reaction (2.15) <*oes over under crossing [41] into the diffractive process 

^ + n - » ^ + 7r~+p (2.22) 

It is therefore described by a crossed-pomeron diagram and should be only semi-
forbidden like the other processes in Table 1 described by crossed-pomeron diagrams. 
Thus we again see that a suppression factor for the reaction (2.15) which is considerably 
less than OZ I-sup press ion factors for the reactions (2.4) is entirely consistent with the 
systematics of other OZI-forbidden processes, and that the observation of this reaction 
is not necessarily strong evidence for the production of new particles. 

£.5 The OZI Rule and Baryons 

Recent suggestions that the quark structure of the proton may be considerably 
different from that of conventional models and that a considerable strange quark content 
in the proton could lead to violations [48] of the OZI rule led to & re-examination of the 
basis for the simple constituent quark model and of the predictions, theoretical bases, 
experimental tests and violations of various versions of the A-Z (OZI) rule. [49] 

Dynamical mechanisms responsible for violations include allowed two-step transi
tions via intermediate states containing ordinary hadrons, gluons, flavor-mixed hadrons 
like Tfy 7}' or f0 (5*), and exotic hadrons like glueballs, multi quark states and hybrids. 
All can be produced via a strange component and decay into pious or vice versa. Each 
case is described by a different mechanism with a different suppression factor. OZI 
forbidden production processes for <f> and / ' mesons were shown on general grounds 
to be less suppressed than forbidden decays, without assuming the presence of strange 
quarks in baryons. 

An early suggested experimental test was based on the assumption [50] that the 
couplings of the $ and / ' to nonstrange hadrons are entirely due to a nonstrange ad
mixture in the wave function, described in each case by a single parameter or mixing 
angle which defines the departure from ideal mixing. This phenomenologycal "universal 
mixing model" gave the predictions [50] 

«(*N -+4>X) c(NN -> <t>X) _ d(K-p-> Yt)^ 2 . 
«r(»JV - uX) <7(NN -f uX) <r(K-p - rw)^,.* ~ v (2.23a) 

*(*N - fX) ~ <r(NN - fX) ~ a(K-p-.Yf)hack - ta" "T (2-23b) 

where X denotes any single or multiparticle final state containing no strange particles, 
Y denotes any neutral hj-peron or hyperon resonance and the subscript back denotes 
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backward neutral meson production by baryon exchange. The parameters By and Sj 
are the deviations from the ideal mixing angles. 

Serious disagreements with the relations (2.23) in results of experiments involving 
baryons like 

pp - . f*° (2.24a) 

PP -» / ' T + H - (2.246) 

pp -> pp^jr+ir - (2.24c) 

PP —» ppff>X+1T~ TT+TT~ (2.24lf) 

have been used to support the suggestion that the OZI rule does not hold for baryons and 
as evidence for the existence of strange quark pairs in protons which can be "liberated1' 
as tt> or / ' mesons [48]. 

However, predictions (2.2'3) from this naive universal mixing model disagree with 
experiment almost in all cases, including meson reactions like [45,51] 

jr~p -» 44n (2.25a) 

ir-p -> <tm°n (2.254) 

J / 0 - . <^r+ir_ (2.25c) 

and in the dim-active photoproduction reaction [40.41.27]; 

IP -» p^ff+T" (2.25d) 

which can be interpreted as the transition 

7 _ 0 T + T - (2.25e) 

with a proton spectator. There are also recent data indicating violations in the reaction 
[52] 

ir~p -»rm'n (2.25/) 

with the TJ — TJ' system produced in an odd partial wave. The only "connected diagram" 
for this reaction produces the n — n' system via the nonstrange components of both in 
a state with two identical bosons which must be is an even partial wave. 

In the two cases (2.25a) and (2.25b) the final meson states are produced with the 
kinematics of pion exchange, suggesting that the basic couplings involved do not involve 
baryons at all, but are 

ir~ir+ - t 4><t> (2.26a) 

*-*+ -> *ir° (2.266) 
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These results could be interpreted in the spirit of ref. [48] as indicating that there 
are strange quarks in the pion. However, they have so far been interpreted as indications 
for exotic or mixed-flavor resonances which can couple to both strange and nonstrange 
qq pairs [45,51,27,52,53] or for a topological hierarchy involving semi-forbidden and 
doubly-forbidden transitions [40,27]. These interpretation can also apply to the baryon 
cases (2.24). 

Thus the failure of the relations (2.23) to be confirmed by experiment does not 
necessarily show the presence of strange quarks in the proton. One can also raise the 
question of whether there are strange quarks in the pion and present both theoreti
cal and experimental arguments for treating mesons and baryons on the same footing. 
These problems were clarified and reviewed[49] by analyzing the different formulations 
and difficulties, and by presenting an argument based on unitarity showing an essential 
difference between the violations in simple decays of strangeonium states and in produc
tion processes where other hadrons are present. The use of OZI violations a.° evidence 
for or against the presence of strange quarks in nonstrange hadrons was shown to be 
unreliable. It is therefore very dangerous to use the experimentally observed strength 
of the / ; —• XT decay and the naive mixing model relation (2.23b) to estimate the 
suppression factors of topologically forbidden reactions like pp —» f'nw. 

The two-step processes 
pp — KK — firtr {2.27a) 

pp -> KK*ir -» fttv (2.27b) 

pp — fKR — f** (2.27c) 

have much larger available phase space for the intermediate KK state on shell th*n the 
analogous process (2.4b). In particular, we note that the transition 

pp -*• firir -*• KKKTT —f firK (2.28a) 

with spectator pion pairs for the last two transitions is directly analogous to the tran
sition 

f -*KK-*f->*v (2.286) 

The simple perturbation treatment using the Fermi golden rule which has been used 
to express the OZI-violation suppression factor for the transition (2.28b) in terms of 
experimental masses and widths [31,32], can also be used for the transition (2.28a). 
The transition matrix elements can be written 

»'-'"'«- i%L^i:' / , |X"T' /' <"*> 
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where i denotes all intermediate states which couple to both the / and / ' . The sums 
in both expressions (2.29) have a pole for the intermediate KK state at the mass of 
the / ' , with equal contributions in both cases. Evaluating this sum for the transition 
(2.29b) has given a result in agreement with experiment for the f —* TTIT decay. Thus 
the naive mixing result 

(f'x*\M\pp) _ ( " 1 * 1 / ' ) , , , m 

</™|M| f t>> " <** | Af | / ) {'™> 

follows by considering only this pole contribution for the particular transition (2.29a) 
and neglecting all other contributions which have no analog in the / ' —̂  irir decay; e.g. 
the other two-step transitions (2.27). However, there is no reason to neglect these other 
contributions and violations of this result (2.30) should be expected. 

The simple perturbation theory treatment of eqs. (2.29-2.30) can be generalized 
and made more rigorous by applying unitarity to the general topologically-forbidden 
transition 

A + B-*S + C (2.31) 

where A, B and C are any hadron states containing no strange quarks and S denotes 
any meson composed of a strange quark-antiquark pair like the ^ or / ' . We write 
the unitarity relation for this reaction under the assumption that the unitarity sum is 
dominated by two-Btep transitions which are both topologically-allowed. 

Im(5C | T | AB) = K{SC | T* | {KK)SC)({KK)SC \ T | AB)+ 

+K{SC I T* | S(KRf){S{KK)c | T [ AB) + (2.32) 

where * is the usual kinematic factor and (KK)S and (KK)C denote kaon pair states 
with the quantum numbers including momentum and mass of the S and C respectively. 
By analogy with eqs. (2.29) one can see that the naive mixing result analogous to (2.30) 
can be obtained by considering only the first term on the right hand side of eq. (2.32) 
and assuming that the transition matrix element {{KK)SC \ T \ AB)is dominated 
by the / pole and that the multihadron state C is a spectator. However, there is no 
obvious reason for neglecting the second term and also more complicated transitions. 
The second term suggests that that the strength of the violation can depend upon the 
state C and in particular can be different for states C containing the same hadrons in 
diiferent partial waves. 

This argument cannot be generalized in a simple way to treat heavy quarkonium 
states. These are always below the naked heavy flavor threshold and have no open 
allowed decay channels. The analog of the first term on the right hand side of (2.32) 
does not exist. Analogs of the second term may be suppressed more than transitions to 
forbidden intermediate states, because of the necessity to create an additional high-mass 
heavy-flavor pair. 
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The gluebail and exotics controversies further confuses the issue, since reactions 
producing 4> or / ' states may indicate a strange component in the initial state or a 
glueball, hybrid or multiquark exotic component in the final state. One can also consider 
transitions like 

pp - • GGniT -*• f'mr (2.33) 

where GG denotes two gluons. This can give another contribution which produces a 
violation of the relation (2.23b). This transition (2.33) would be strongly enhanced by 
a small glueball component in the / ' wave function, as has been suggested [54], while 
not appreciably affecting the / ' —* irir decay. Conversely, the experiments showing <p<f> 
[45] and <fnr [51] production by pion beams could be due either to glueball or exotic 
production, as has been suggested, or to a strange quark component in the pion wave 
function. 

The question of whether there are strange quarks present in nucleons and pions is 
therefore not easily tested by using only cookbook recipes for the A-Z rule. A better 
understanding of the underlying dynamics is required for any process considered. Data 
from experiments leading to multiparticle final states can be used only if invariant mass 
spectra of various components of the final state are available together with detailed 
partial wave analyses to determine spins and parities. Without such information the 
data of the reactions (2.24) do not provide convincing evidence for any unusual structure 
in the proton. 

Describing hadron structure in terms of quarks is ambiguous because there are 
different kinds of quarks; e.g. constituent quarks, sea quarks, current quarks, partons, 
etc. The relation between these constituent quarks and the quark-parton model which 
describes deep inelastic structure functions is still unclear. 

There is also the question of whether to treat mesons and baryons on the same 
footing. Much of the intuition for the strange-quark model for the nucleon comes from 
the Skyrmion model, which treats mesons and baryons very differently. However, the 
highly successful constituent quark model which treats all hadrons in a unified manner 
has led to striking experimental confirmation of the assumption that mesons and baryons 
are made of the same constituent quarks with no additional constituents [55,5,17,18]. 
The relation between the partons in mesons and baryons is unclear because of the 
difficulty of obtaining good data on meson targets. 

One model for the constituent quark assumes that each constituent quark contains a 
valence quark plus its share of the gluon and sea components of the hadron [56]. For low 
momentum phenomenology, the structure of the constituent quark is not observed, and 
it is described with phenomenological parameters, including an effective constituent 
quark mass and an effective axial vector coupling. Thus if there are strange quark 
partons in the hadron observed in deep inelastic experiments, these are part of the sea 
surrounding each constituent quark and should be seen in the pion as well as in the 
nucleon. 

The conclusion is that hadron spectroscopy still remains interesting, even though 
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it is believed by all parties that everything is described by QCD. The theoretical and 
experimental foundations of the A-Z or OZI ride are still completely open and the same 
is true for the relation between constituent quarks and current quark-partons. Whether 
or not constituent gluons exist and are present in glueballs and hybrids is still not 
established, and there are some QCD arguments [57] that they should not exist. The 
experiments suggested in ref. [48] are of interest for obtaining a better understanding 
of QCD. However, conclusive evidence for the presence of strange quarks in hadrons 
should be sought elsewhere. 
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